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CAD/CAM Services Announces Strategic Partnership with 7Oceanz in the Caribbean, Central and South American Regions
Celina, TX – June 23, 2011 – CAD/CAM Services Inc., Medical Division and 7Oceanz Holdings Inc., today announced the Caribbean launch of
iCloud WebPACS, a state-of-the-art technology that unites healthcare facilities globally through a standard web browser. The strategic partnership
puts CAD/CAM Services in a position to extend its innovative Radiology Services Online (RSO) product throughout the Caribbean, Central and South
American regions while enhances the capabilities of both institutions to meet their common goal of improving efficiency within the medical digital
imaging world.
“Together we are able to provide a technology that assist in increasing efficiency by tracking patient information, maintaining digital and digitized
images, creating and issuing radiology reports as well as managing and maintaining billing service,” says Scott Shuppert, CEO of CAD/CAM Services.
“Historically only large medical centers were able to benefit from PACS (picture archiving and communications systems) and there have been several
significant barriers to entry for implementing in remote, rural and emerging markets. By drawing upon the supercomputing power of the cloud, data is
processed remotely and streams medical images in full diagnostic resolution on any Internet-enabled PC or mobile digital device”. 7Oceanz is based
in the Caribbean enabling them to work closely with the healthcare community throughout the region. This partnership combines 7Oceanz
understanding of clients’ needs with CAD/CAM Service’s technical expertise and ability to develop solutions specific to this market.
Through cloud technology, we are able to provide a solution that hosts and manages your data via the web providing primary, secondary and disaster
recovery image storage that is scalable to your needs while eliminating costly onsite storage hardware. iCloud WebPACS, powered by RSO, hosts its
server farms in Texas and Georgia, USA providing image availability that is supported through fully redundant servers. Our zero-footprint technology
offers a digital imaging solution for all modalities with no hardware or software to install and enables you to have your facility up and running within a
couple days. For product information and LIVE DEMO, contact info@7oceanz.com.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------About CAD/CAM Services Inc.
Founded in 1986, CAD/CAM Services Inc. is established as a major player in the Scanning/CAD Conversion market and Digital Imaging
Teleradiology world. CAD/CAM Services is a part of the Federal Supply Schedule holding a presence with the Federal Government, Department of
Justice, Florida State Prison, NASA, and Boeing as well as throughout the healthcare sectors. CAD/CAM Services Inc. focuses on serving clients
globally. For more information about CAD/CAM Services Inc., visit its website at www.cadcam.org.
CAD/CAM SERVICES INC, 1529 Brooklane, Suite 201, Celina, Texas 75009 www.cadcam.org | scott@cadcam.org | USA: 972.382.3021
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------About 7Oceanz
In 1995, 7Oceanz Inc., founded in Canada, extended their mark in the Caribbean as 7Oceanz, a provider of medical, surgical and diagnostic
equipment along with innovative technology solutions to the healthcare and government industries. iCloud WebPACS offers an affordable
pay-as-you-go fee structure with a full array of advanced visualization tools- accessible anywhere, anytime. Through its partnership with trusted
manufacturers of medical diagnostic equipment, 7Oceanz provides a combination of competitively priced new, used and refurbished equipment for its
clients. For more information about 7Oceanz, visit its website at www.7oceanz.com.
7OCEANZ INC
Caribbean| Central and South America | Canada | USA | China | Australia | www.7oceanz.com | info@7oceanz.com | SOUTH AMERICA:
592.668.7947|CAN: 647.955.6718|USA: 817.400.6403| TOLL: 877.880.3553 | OCEANZ.SKYPE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Comprehensive web-based storage, exchange and interpretation of images for healthcare providers.
DISTRIBUTE DICOM IMAGES
Through vendor-neutral archiving and information sharing, healthcare facilities, providers and specialists can implement a web based PACS and
interface with other PACS, giving near real-time access to images.
MAINTAIN ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS
Electronic Medical Records (EMR) offer great benefits for patients and their doctors. EMR providers make it possible for electronic medical records
to be shared among patients, doctors and other medical providers to offer important information such as blood type, prescribed drugs, medical
conditions and other aspects of a patient's medical history.

KEEP COSTS DOWN STAY COMPETITIVE
Today’s medical environment demands efficient and cost-effective workflow. Uniting healthcare providers through a fast, versatile and economically
viable technology which enables images and data to be seen and stored online assists in accelerating performance and profits through improved
patient communication.
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